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Nonlinear Optimal Control Techniques
Applied to a Launch Vehicle Autopilot
1
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M. Irani Rahaghi , J. Roshanian

This paper presents an application of the nonlinear optimal control
techniques to the design of launch vehicle autopilots. The optimal control is
given by the solution to the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman HJB equation, which
in this case cannot be solved explicity. A method based upon Successive Galerkin
Approximation SGA is used to obtain an approximate optimal solution.
Simulation results involving the three degrees-of-freedom 3DOF model of
a launch vehicle during atmospheric ight are reported to demonstrate the
performance of the considered autopilot. Alternative results are also presented
for classical and linear optimal approaches.

NOMENCLATURE

!Z
pitch rate
#
pitch angle
=# 
path angle
#
deection of control motor
IZ
pitch moment of inertia
m
mass of launch vehicle
P
thrust force
S
reference area

density of atmosphere

Cxa  Cya
aerodynamic coecients
C# = LP Pcon dynamic coecient
Pcon
sum of two control motors thrust
LP
distance between center of mass and
point that control force, Pcon  eects
xP
distance between center of mass and
Vcx  Vcy

center of pressure
Components of launch vehicle velocity

INTRODUCTION

The ight control systems are generally designed using
linearized models of nonlinear equations of motion and
aerodynamic forces and moments. This requires the
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ight control system to guarantee stability and performances in the presence of large aerodynamic variations,
neglected dynamics and non-linearities 1 . The dynamics of launch vehicles are inherently nonlinear due
to inertial coupling, gravitational forces, aerodynamic
eects and actuator limits. Much of the recently
published launch vehicle control literature focuses on
the application of linear optimal control methods to
linearized launch vehicle models 2 . Launch vehicle
systems often operate in ight regimes where nonlinearities signicantly aect dynamic response. Such
anticipated performance improvements have motivated
research into nonlinear control design techniques.
There are a number of design methods developed
for the control of nonlinear systems. A nonlinear
Dynamic Inversion controller has been used for an airto-air missile in Reference 3 . In Reference 4 the State
Dependent Riccati Equation SDRE has been used for
longitudinal missile autopilot design. Reference 5 has
proposed a nonlinear design procedure that combines
the SDRE and Dynamic Inversion. Five dierent
modern nonlinear control methods have been discussed
in 6 . In this paper a nonlinear optimal control
is designed by solution to the HJB equation. The
Successive Galerkin Approximation has been developed
to approximate the solution to the HJB equation in a
form that is amenable to practical feedback control 7 .
The idea of this method is to reduce the nonlinear HJB
partial dierential equation PDE to a convergent
sequence of linear PDEs and then to approximate the
solution to each PDE via a Galerkin approximation
technique. The result is a numerical algorithm that
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computes the coecients needed for a nonlinear feedback control law. This technique has been applied to a
number of practical design problems 2, 7, 8, 9, and 10 .
A comprehensive comparison has been carried out in
11 between the SGA method and ve other methods
for synthesis of nonlinear control systems. In Reference
12 the SGA method has been used for developing
tracking controllers for nonlinear systems.
Nonlinear optimal control approach is described
in section 2. Launch vehicle equations of motion are
detailed in section 3. Control synthesis and implementation are presented in section 4. The simulation
results are presented in section 5. A comparison
between SGA, classical and linear optimal controllers
is also presented in the same section.

NONLINEAR OPTIMAL CONTROL
APPROACH

For a system modeled by the nonlinear state equations:

x = f x + gxux

1

and the performance index:

J x =

Z

1
0

lx + kuxk2 Rdt

2

where lx can be any positive denite function of x,
commonly in the form xT Qx, which Q is a semi-positive
denite matrix and R is a positive denite matrix 1,
10 .
The optimal control which minimizes the performance index is given by:

3
u x =  12 R1 gT x @J
@x 
where J  x is a positive denite function that satises
the HamiltonJacobi Bellman HJB equation 13 :

@J T f x + lx  1 @J T gxR1 gT x @J  = 0 4
@x
4 @x
@x

If system 1 is linear and the state penalty function
lx is quadratic the HJB equation reduces to the
standard Riccati equation of optimal control 7, 13 .

Successive Approximation

This method that is sometimes called iteration in
policy space" was rst used in the context of the HJB
equation by Bellman 7, 14 .
The HJB equation 3, 4 can be generalized to
form an iterative solution process where:

@J i T h


@x

 2
f + gui + l + ui  R = 0
i

i

ui+1 =  21 R1 gT @J@x :


5
6

Equation 5 is known as the Generalized Hamilton
JacobiBellman GHJB equation. Starting with a
known control, u0 e. g. PD control that stabilizes
over a bounded domain of the state space , and
iteratively solves Equations 5 and 6, successive
value for J i and ui are found which have been shown
to converge to the optimal values u and J  given
by Equations 3 and 4 respectively. This method
reduces the HJB equation to an innite sequence of
linear partial dierential equations of the form 5
where u is a known function of x. This equation is a
linear rstorder partial dierential equation 7 . One
can
 imake
 the following
 i 1 statements about the sequence
J  1
and
u i=0 7 :
i=0
 For each x 2 :
J  x  J i+1 x  J i x ,
if J i+1 x = J i x then:
J i+1 x = J  x.
 If u0 stabilizes system 1 on , then so does ui
for all i  0.
 The control ui+1 has better performance in the
same sense as the optimal control, u , for example
50 gain reduction margin and innite gain margin
15,16 . The diculty is that the GHJB equation is
dicult to solve analytically.

Galerkin Approximation

To solve a partial dierential equation AJ =0 with
boundary conditions J 0=0, Galerkin's method assumes1 that we can nd a complete set of basis functions
fj gj=1 such that j 0 = 0 8j , and J x =
1
P
Cj j x, where the sum is assumed to converge
j=1
point wise in some set . An approximation to J
N
P
is JN x =
Cj j x and the coecients Cj are
j=1
obtained by solving the algebraic equation:
Z



AJ xs xds = 0

S = 1 to N

7

The set fj g1
j=1 is a complete basis set for the domain
of partial dierential equation 7, 17 .

Numerical Solution of The Ghjb Equation

In Reference 7 a computational Galerkin method has
been proposed to solve GHJB equation 5. It is
assumed that:

J i =

1
X

j=1

Cji j x

8

and that the basis functions, fj xg1
j=1 are continuous
and dened every where on . An approximation to
J i can be formed by the rst N terms of the innite
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series:
JNi =

Initial step:

XN Cji j x

9



j=1

where the coe cients C1i  C2i  ::: CNi  are obtained
by solving:

!
3
2 N
P i
@
C

j
7
6
Z 6 j=1 j



i

i 2 7
6
f + gu + l + u R77S dx = 0
6
@x
5
4

S = 1 to N
10
equations
can be solved to nd C i =
h These
i

i i

i T
C1 C2 :::CN and ui+1 can be calculated from equation 6 .

SGA Feedback Synthesis Algorithm

By denition, the inner product of two functions fx and
gx are:

 f x  gx  =

Z

11

f x gx dx:

The computation of the coe cients is performed according
to the SGA feedback algorithm below 10:
Input:

f g l R  fi x gNi=1  u0 :
Compute the matrices:
2

6
A1 = 64

@T
1
@x

3

T

 @@xN f 1 
77
..
...
5
.
@T
    @xN f N 

f 1 
..
.
T
 @@x1 f N 

2

6
6
A2 = 4



@T
1
@x

gu0  1 
..
.
@T
0
1
 @x gu  N 

 l N 



2

..
.

R 1 

2
u0 R N

mi 1 N 3
.. 75 
...
fMi gN
1
.
.
mi N 1    mi N N
T
1 T @i
k
mi j k = @
@x gR g @x  j  :


3

T

 @@xN gu0  1 
7
..
...
7
5
.
T
@N
0
    @x gu  N 



2
 u0
66
b2 =  64

2  l   3
1
75 
..
b1 =  64
.
2 m 1 1
i
= 64 ..
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3
7
7

7
5

A = A1 + A2  b = b1 + b2 
C 0 = A 1 b i = 1:
Iteration step:
N
X
A2 =  21 Cji 1 Mj 
j =1

2 C i 1T M C i 1 3
1
i 1T M2 C i 1 7
6
C
1
7

b2 =  4 664
7
..
5
.

C i

1T MN C i 1

A = A1 + A2  b = b1 + b2 
C i = A 1 b i = i + 1:
Output:


N
X
j
Cji @
uNi =  21 R 1 gT
@x
j =1

!

:

In 18 conditions under which this algorithm converges
to the solution of the HamiltonJacobiBellman equation
were developed, also it was shown that for N su ciently
large, the approximate controls stabilize the system and
are robust in the same sense as the optimal control.

LAUNCH VEHICLE NONLINEAR MODEL

The dynamic model of the launch vehicle employed in the
present research is from 19. This model consists of a
set of nonlinear dierential equations describing the pitch
plane rigidbody dynamics of a launch vehicle. The model
assumes all the lateral state variables are zero and equations
are written in the body frame. The equations of motion are
given by:
12
m dVdtcx  !z Vcy = mgx + P + 21 SCxaVcx 

SVcx Vcy  13
m dVdtcy + !z V cx = mgy  21 Cxa + Cya
1
z

14
IZ dw
dt = 2 xp Cxa + Cya SVcxVcy + C# # 
d# = !Z :
15
dt
All coe cients in these equations are time-variant. For
example, the mass decreases during the powered ight at a
constant rate, Cxa is a function of Mach number and angle
of attack.
The control objective is to regulate # to a pitch
program or command value #P . The states are Vcx  Vcy  !z ,
# and the control is # . The coe cients in equations
12 through 15 are functions of state variables and have
timevariant behavior during the powered ight. But in
the underlying theory of the SGA, system equations must
be timeinvariant. To do so, we consider equations 12
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through 15 in some sample times and assume that the
coecients are constant in any sample time, and then the
controller is designed for these sample times.
In any sample time, the objective is to regulate # to a
non-zero value value of #P in the corresponding time, to
do so, the other states and the control must go to non-zero
values, but the underlying theory of the SGA algorithm
requires that J x be nite, and therefore, the states
and controls must go toward zero as time moves toward
in nity, and a deviation of variables must be performed to
satisfy this requirement 10 . For a given desired nominal
pith-angle #P , the corresponding nominal values for the
states can be calculated from the information of nominal
trajectory. By performing the deviation of variables:
2 3 2
3
x1
Vcx Vcxss
6 7 6
77
x = 64xx23 75 = 64V!cyz V!cyss

zss 5

x4
# #p
a new set of state equations will be de ned where a
stabilizing control will cause # ! #P , x ! 0 and u ! 0 as
t ! 1. The output of interest is y = x4 . Equations 12
through 15 represent the nonlinear dynamic of the system.
These equations are of the general form of equation 1, and
from them the functions f x and gx which are required
for the synthesis of the control have been determined.

Figure 1. Pitch angle #.

CONTROL SYNTHESIS AND
IMPLEMENTATION

In any sample time, with the model described above, the
optimal feedback control can be synthesized based on the
SGA algorithm. With f x and gx coming directly from
the equations of motion, the cost function on the states lx
, the weighting matrix on the control cost R , the domain
of the states  , the basis functions fj xgNj=1 , and the
initial control low u0 remain to be determined. For the
results presented here, the cost function was chosen to be:

lx = x24 :
Since the system has only a single input # , the weighting
matrix on the control, R is a scalar variable and is set to one.
The domain of possible values for the states is determined
both by the physical capabilities of the system and the likely
deviation of the states from their nominal value of zero. For
the results presented here,  was de ned to be:
5m=s  x1  +5m=s
5m=s  x2  +5m=s
60 deg =s  x3  +60deg=s
10 deg  x4  +10 deg :
The proper selection of basis functions is a critical part in
the design of controllers using SGA. The basis functions
used determine not only the accuracy of the Galerkin
approximation, but also the function of the states from
which the control law is calculated. The selection of the
basis functions also has implications on the operation of the

Figure 2. Control motor deection #.

Figure 3. Angular velocity about z-axis
SGA algorithm. If the basis functions do not approximate
the value of the function J i x with sucient accuracy,
the algorithm will fail to converge. For this problem, a
second-order set of polynomial basis functions was used as
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set 1 default set 8:
f j g10
j =1

x21  x1 x2  x22  x1 x3  x2 x3 
x23  x1 x4  x2 x4  x3 x4  x34

=





Second set of basis functions was selected for comparison of
simulation results:
f j g6j =1





= x23  x2 x4  x3 x4  x24  sin2 x4  tan2 x4 

The initial stabilizing control has been designed by linearizing the equations of motion. This controller is obtained
from solving the Riccati equation in any time. For this
problem, the following initial control has been designed in
any sample time:
u0 = 5:6x3 + 8x4 :

SIMULATION RESULTS

Using the SGA synthesis algorithm, a nonlinear optimal
control law was computed for the pitch channel of the
launch vehicle control system. Pitch angle with PD, LQ
and SGA controllers is shown in Figure 1. This gure
shows that SGA controller has a good performance as linear
quadratic and PD controllers and tracks the pitch program
exactly. In Figure 2, control motor deection, # is shown.
The deection of control motor in the classical method is
very large. SGA controller is better than PD and linear

Figure 4. angle of attack .

Figure 5. path angle .
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optimal controllers and has minimum control eort. Pitch
rate, !Z is presented in Figure 3 and shows that the pitch
rate of the vehicle with the SGA controller is less than with
other controllers. Angle of attack is presented in Figure
4 for three dierent controllers during the powered ight.
Path angle  is shown in Figure 5. The eects of choosing
dierent sets of basis functions are presented in Figures 6
and 7. Noisy response of SGA design considering wind
perturbation is compared with the LQ controller in Figure
8.
As with the design of a linear quadratic regulator,
changes in the behavior of this nonlinear system are brought
about by changing the state weighting function lx and the
weight on the control R.
It should be noted that the SGA design is optimal
with respect to the basis functions used in the approximation. It is likely that a dierent set of basis functions could
be chosen that would result in a better approximation.
Furthermore, by adding more complex basis functions,
higher order nonlinear eects can be compensated 2. If
a standard complete basis like polynomial or sinusoid
is blindly used in the algorithm, i.e., there is no basis
selection, then the amount of memory required to compute
and store the coecients grows exponentially. To overcome
this problem, particular basis functions must be chosen that
capture the essential dynamics of the problem. However,
this creates problems of its own. The selection of the basis

Figure 6. Pitch angle with two dierent sets of basis

functions.

Figure 7. Control motor deection #  with two dierent
sets of basis functions.
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demonstrate improvements in control motor deection of
SGA controller over linear optimal control and classical
control. Based upon these results, SGA appears to be a
promising approach to control synthesis of systems having
nonlinear dynamics.
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APPENDIX A

Figure 8. Perturbed error of pitch angle for the SGA and

LQ controllers.
functions requires understanding of particular problem
being solved. Further research needs to be directed at
automating the selection of appropriate basis functions7.
The resulting approximation scheme has several interesting
properties:
The algorithm must be started with an initial stabilizing
control. If the order of approximation is large enough,
then one interpretation of the algorithm is that it improves the performance of the control at each iteration.
Result is closed-loop control that is easy to implement.
The region in state-space of convergence for the approximate control is dictated by the stability region for
the initial stabilizing control, and is therefore known a
priori and is usually de ned explicitly by the designer.
The stability region of the approximate control is equal
to the region of convergence.
The computations are performed o -line. The on-line
burden consists of computing linear combinations of
state-dependent basis functions.
Through judicious selection of the basis functions, the
curse of dimensionality can be mitigated 20.
Once the basis functions are selected, the approximation
process can be completely automated.
The resulting control is given by a linear combination of
terms involving a set of basis functions.
This method is a series-based approximation.
If a quadratic penalty function is used, then tuning the
control becomes computationally simple.
The robustness properties for nonlinear optimal control
are similar as LQR: 50 gain reduction margin and in nite gain margin. Since SGA approximates the nonlinear
optimal controller, it will recover the optimal robustness
margins as the number of terms in the approximation
increases. It should be better than linearizing and
applying an LQR controller.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, an optimal control method upon successive
Galerkin approximation has been applied to the pitch-axis
autopilot of a launch vehicle system. This controller is
compared with two other controllers. Simulation results

Structure and details of a typical classical LV attitude
control system are discussed in 19. In this problem,
pitch angle is considered as input of the system. However
the system is time varying and transfer function cannot
be de ned in the usual way. Thus, the frozen pole
approximation is used 19.
It considers that the coecients of vehicle s model
have constant value during certain interval of time. In this
way a transfer function can be obtained. Using well-known
methods of classical control theory the control law may be
obtained as follow 19:
= C C +1
The coecients C , C are selected for PD controller by
using classical frequency response method. In this way PD
controller is determined.
A single fourth-order vector matrix equation de ning
the system is obtained from 12 - 15 . Linear optimal
controller is designed for any sample time using standard
optimal control method presented in 13.
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